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OUR ECO-HERO!

We interviewed...



1) Why did you join PGC?
"I joined PGC because at school, it often feels like the time to 'make

a change' is never going to come, and while you have to be

studying hard every day, you get news saying that the earth is dying

and it makes me ask myself like, what is the point of studying if

when I grow up there is not going to be any earth left? I often feel

impotent and I wanted PGC to be an opportunity to start doing

something from now, starting by learning and learning about the

topic."

2) What was one moment when you felt like an eco-
hero throughout the month of PGC?
"I felt like an eco-hero during the zero waste challenge because I

tried to teach my family about the issue. As it is really important for

us to learn about the topic, and how switching to a circular

economy with a zero-waste mindset is what will help us recover our

earth."



3) Which themes resonated with you the most? How
will you carry the learnings forward?
"The themes that resonated the most for me were Zero waste,
Biodiversity, and School since in a way, it teaches us that while
human advancement is important, nature has done natural
processes for millennials more than humans have and humans
can´t simply claim to do it better in most cases. And the
importance  about the topic and helping people become enviro-
heroes as soon as possible, because what is the point of going to
school when we are going to end up living in an unviable planet."

4) How has PGC inspired you to make change in your
life, local community, and the world
"PGC inspired me to continue pushing my family and my
community into a more sustainable future. As usual with so many
other problems in our society, we forget to take care of our
mother earth, which in the end is the only thing that guarantees
our survival. After all, as a conservation international said, 'we
need nature, nature does not need humans¨"



Additional Q&A's!
1) What is your favorite animal?

Horses!

2) What is your favorite movie and t.v. show?

My favorite t.v. show is Modern Family and my favorite

movie is A Dog's Purpose!

3) What are some of your hobbies?

I play tennis and do horse-back riding.

Green Gang's AMAZING
PGC Submissions!



Although a bit nerve-racking at first to meet someone online, Mariana was a delicate

person who I consider a proper eco-hero! She consistently brings up the importance

of educating and bringing awareness to everyone especially her family. She saw that

no change was being created in her school so her and her friends decided to take on

an experience to defy all odds. Similarily, my teammates and I come from a school

that has done little effort regarding climate change. I could relate to her when she

said she wanted to challenger herself and her community! She is charming both on

the outside and inside, and I am glad we got the chance to exchange a few words. I

hope we come across each other one day and talk more about our love for the

environment and our determination for change. The quote above this specifically left

an impression on me after I talked with Mariana. Thank you Mariana!

¨we need nature,¨we need nature,  
nature does not neednature does not need

humans"humans"
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